
prosecuting authorities are charged with the affrrmative duty to disclose ,,all evidence that
is favorable to the accused and material to the defense,, see& J.-v-w!eb,514 us 419
( lees).

The uS Supreme Court has defined the three elements of a Brady violation.
1' The evidence must be favorable to the defendant because it would have beeu
either exculpatolT or impeaching.

The withheld police report is exculpatory and impeaching.
he could have argued that this missing gun was the one used
the reason he allegedly got rid of it in Alaska.
2' The evidence must have been suppressed by the prosecution of other.wise.
one could reasonably infer that this evidence was intentionally suppressed by the state,s
past track record where Petitioner's counsel tried for nine months to get discovery turned
over' see(omn tl03)' or the withholding of a police report that was written about one
year earlier' but was given to counsel as that states witness was getting on the stand,
though it had been requested by counsel earlier(tl9l9--l gz2). Also, one musr look at
EXHIBIT D, where the prosecution admits that they turned over evidence after trial
though the report was written

warned about not disclosing

was intentional or otherwise.

3' The evidence is material. 'Evidence is materiar under Brady if there is a
reasonable probability that had the evidence been disclosed to the defense, the result
would have been different'.

As stated earlier, Al Baker was a suspect. chad owed him money. He had been to the
crime scene before and was scheduled to be at the crime scene again, by his own
admission' some of the victim's last words were that he had to hurry up because he was
going to meet Al Baker in the exact same spot where he was found dead. one could have
also proved that he was lying and was commining a crime of perjury on the stand, which
would have clearly affected his credibility as a witness for the state. Arso, one could

Had counsel had this report,

in the homicide and that was

before trial started. One must not forget, they had been
documents that were requested. Which would show it
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